QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE FOR ORGANIZING
A SIMPLE SIGN WAVING RALLY
BASIC STEPS FOR YOU TO DO
1

Pick the date, time, and location – we recommend April 15th, but for some people, Saturday, April 13th works
better, so choose the date that works best for you. Pick a time that works for you, ideally at a time when there is
more traffic. Finally, for the location, we recommend a busy intersection/corner, or outside of a business (like a
shopping center) or office (like the Post Office) that has a lot of traffic.

2

Invite likeminded contacts – email, call, or text likeminded people you know and give them the details for your
event. Also use social media to spread the word – simply post your event details on Facebook, or Twitter, or
whatever platform you use. Add the following text to any post you make: #StopSocialismChooseFreedom.

3

Enter your event details on our website: tpp.us/createevent – make sure to enter the date, time, and location
details so that other people who want to attend can find you!

4

Make some signs to bring – get some poster board from Walmart, Target, a crafting store, an office supply store,
etc.

5

Take at least one friend and show up! Even if it ends up just being you, or just you and a friend, your public display of opposition to socialism and support for freedom will act as a catalyst for others that agree with you, but
just needed to see someone else go first.

SIGN SUGGESTIONS
Capitalism makes, socialism takes.
Socialism guarantees poverty.
Freedom promotes greatness!
Socialism = Oppression
Capitalism = Freedom

KEY POINTS ABOUT SOCIALISM AND CAPITALISM
•

History shows that socialism has failed everywhere it has been implemented, because it
rejects a fundamental ingredient of what makes
capitalism successful – private property.

•

The more aggressively socialism is pursued, the
bigger the failure that results.

•

History shows that capitalism is the economic
system that has brought more people out of poverty than any other system.

•

History shows that you cannot have political freedom without economic freedom. The moment
you begin to limit economic freedom, you begin
to limit political freedom.

•

We are rallying for freedom to remind our fellow
citizens that history has shown that socialism is a
dangerous idea that has failed everywhere it has
been implemented.

“Socialism means slavery.” - Lord Acton
Why are socialist leaders always
millionaires with mansions?
I  A Voluntary Exchange Economy!
Socialism: When rich politicians
force you to become poor.

Take pictures! Be sure to take pictures of your rally and people holding signs. Email the pictures to us at
photos@teapartypatriots.org or text them to (404) 996-1717, and also be sure to post your pictures on your
Facebook page and any other online forums that you use.

